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ABSTRACT (246) 250 limit 

Title: Timed-Up-and-Go-Tests in cardiac rehabilitation: reliability and comparison with 

the Six-Minute-Walk-Test. Purpose: To test the reliability of Timed-Up-and-Go-Tests 

(TUGTs) in cardiac rehabilitation (CR) and to compare TUGTs to the Six-Minute-Walk-

Test (6MWT) for outcome measurement.  Methods: Sixty-one of 154 consecutive 

community-based CR patients were prospectively recruited. Subjects undertook 

repeated TUGTs and 6MWTs at start-CR, post-CR and at 6-months post-CR. The 

main outcome measurements were TUGT time (TUGTT) and the 6MWT distance 

(6MWD).   Results: Mean (SD) TUGTT1 and TUGTT2 at the three assessments were 

6.29(1.30) and 5.94(1.20); 5.81(1.22) and 5.53(1.09); 5.39(1.60) and 5.01(1.28) 

seconds.  A reduction in TUGTT occurred between each outcome point, p≤ .002.  

Repeated TUGTTs were strongly correlated at each assessment, ICC(95% CI) = 

.85(.76 to .91), .84(.73 to .91) and .90(.83 to .94) despite a reduction between 

TUGTT1 and TUGTT2 of 5%, 5%, and 7%, respectively, p ≤ .006. Relative decreases 

in TUGTT1(TUGTT2) occurred from start-CR to post-CR and from start-CR to 6-mo-

post-CR of -7.5(-6.9)% and -14.2(-15.5)%; while relative increases in 

6MWD1(6MWD2) occurred, 5.1(7.2)% and 8.4(10.2)%, respectively (p <.001 in all 

cases). Pearson’s correlation coefficient for 6MWD1 to TUGTT1 and TUGTT2 across 

all times was -.60 and -.68, p<.001 and the ICC(95% CI)  for the speeds derived from 

averaged 6MWDs and TUGTTs was .65(.54, .73) p<.001. Conclusions:  Similar 

relative changes occurred for the TUGT and the 6MWT in CR. A significant correlation 

between the TUGTT and 6MWD was demonstrated and we suggest that the TUGT 

may provide a related or a supplementary measurement of functional capacity in CR. 
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Outcome measurements are an important component of cardiac rehabilitation (CR)1. 

While symptom-limited exercise testing remains the gold standard for determining 

baseline exercise capacity and cardiovascular risk in CR{(SIGN), 2002 #115}, 

measures of functional capacity such as the 6-minute-walk-test (6MWT) are more 

commonly used in the clinical setting1 {(SIGN), 2002 #115}. 

 

Despite common usage of the 6MWT in CR, comorbidities often experienced by CR 

patients, such as musculoskeletal, balance or vascular abnormalities3 4, may limit 

walking distance or prevent the completion of a 6MWT, such that the 6MWT distance 

(6MWD) may not accurately reflect changes in functional capacity for all CR patients.  

Indeed, a recent study reported that 2% of patients attending CR were unable to 

complete a single 6MWT and 16% were unable to complete a duplicate 6MWT 5. 

 

One short-duration test, which may detect changes in patients’ functional status, is 

the timed-up-and-go-test (TUGT)6.  The TUGT is widely used to assess balance and 

mobility in the elderly7 8 and is valid and reliable in this population9 10. It correlates well 

with other indices of physical function e.g. the Berg Balance Scale (r = -.81), gait 

speed (r = -.61) and the Barthel index of activities of daily living (r = -.78)6 and has 

been shown to correlate well with the 6MWD in ambulatory subjects with spinal cord 

injury( rs>-.88)11 

As balance and strength are important determinants of 6MWD12, the TUGT may be a 

good alternative outcome measurement for the CR population.   
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While  to our knowledge no study has examined changes in TUGT following CR, the 

TUGT is frequently employed to evaluate exercise outcomes in community-living 

adults10 13 14 15 16 17.  Improvements in TUGTT were demonstrated following exercise 

training in subjects, post-total hip replacement 15; who are elderly 13 18 19 20 21 22 23;  

have hypotension 24; or who are obese with renal impairment 25. Reported TUGTT 

improvement varied from 15% to 37% 18 19 20 25.  

 

We hypothesized that the TUGT would be a reliable and effective outcome 

measurement for CR, demonstrating similar sensitivity to functional capacity change 

as the 6MWT.  

 

Methods: 

Consecutive subjects referred for 6-weeks of community-based CR were invited to 

participate in the study following approval by the research ethics committee. Subjects 

unable to participate in assessment, exercise sessions, or understand instructions 

were excluded. One of two independent assessors, both physiotherapists experienced 

in walking test supervision, conducted the 6MWTs and TUGTs at commencement 

(start-CR), post-discharge (post-CR) and at 6-months post-discharge from CR (6-mo-

post-CR). Resting heart rate (HR) Polar HR monitors (Polar Electro Oy: Professorintie, 5 Kempele, FIN-90440, 

Finland), systolic and diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP) Welch Allyn 767 Series Mobile Aneroid 

Sphygmomanometers (Welch Allyn: PO Box 132 Rydalmere, NSW 1701, Australia) and ratings of perceived 

exertion (RPE) 6-20 original Borg Scale were recorded. In addition, at each 

assessment,  subjects were questioned as to the amount of habitual physical activity 

performed in the past few weeks (minutes/week), including formal and informal 
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exercise and activity, such as gymnasium sessions, walking, swimming, cycling, golf, 

gardening and lawn mowing. 

 

The TUGT was conducted using a chair with arms and a seat height of 46cm placed 

upon a flat, covered walking track with cones marking the 3m turning point 6. Subjects 

were instructed “On the word ‘go’, get up and walk as quickly and as safely as 

possible to cross the line marked on the path, turn around, walk back and sit down”. 

The activity was timed six-digit stop watch, quartz accuracy Y-1051 (Dick Smith Electronics, 2 Davidson Street, 

Chullora NSW 2190, Australia) from the subject’s back leaving the back of the chair to the return 

of the subject’s back to the chair. Subjects performed one untimed, practice TUGT6 

followed by two timed TUGTs (i.e. TUGT1 and TUGT2). At least four minutes of 

seated rest occurred between each TUGT. TUGTs were conducted prior to the 

6MWTs to limit the variable effects of fatigue on subjects. Timed-up-and-go-test time 

(TUGTT) and RPE were recorded immediately upon completion of the TUGT, and HR, 

SBP and DBP at 2-minutes post-cessation.  

 

6MWTs were conducted following standard guidelines26, along a flat, 30m, outdoor, 

covered path with cones marking the turning points. Assessors used a script with 

standardized encouragement26 and recorded the distance walked, the number, timing 

and reasons for rests, and each subject’s HR, BP, and RPE immediately upon 

completion of the 6MWT, or if a subject stopped walking during the test for any 

reason. Each subject completed two sequential 6MWTs on the same day, separated 

by at least 10 minutes of seated rest until HR, BP and RPE returned to base-line. Any 
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adverse symptoms experienced by subjects during, or at cessation of each test were 

elicited and recorded. 

Predicted TUGTTs for the cohort were established using normative data matching for 

age27.  TUGTT estimates for the age range of our cohort are only published for 

females27, so a repeated measures analysis was performed on the Pre-CR TUGTTs, 

with test number as the within-subjects factor, sex as a between-subjects factor, and 

age as a covariate. This analysis indicated a non-significant difference between the 

sexes (p= 0.22) in this sample after allowing for the difference between tests and the 

differences in age between subjects. Predicted 6MWD values established using 

predictive equations28. Effect size was calculated using standard formulae1. Walking 

speeds were calculated using the formulae, Speed (km/hour) = 6MWD 

(meters)*10/1000; and , Speed (km/hr) = (6/1000)*60*60/TUGTT, the latter estimate 

based upon the TUGT distance i.e. 6m 6.  

 

TUGT response variables (TUGTT, post-test HR, BP and RPE) were examined by a 

series of 2-factor-repeated-measures analyses of variance with the assessment time 

(i.e. start-CR, post-CR, 6-mo-post-CR), and the test repetition number (i.e. TUGT1 or 

TUGT2) as the within-subject factors. The percentage of change over time was 

examined using an averaged TUGTT and 6MWD i.e. (Test1+Test2)/2; the relationship 

between subjects’ averaged TUGTT and 6MWD was examined with Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient. Intraclass correlations, with 95% confidence interval (ICC, 

95%CI), and Bland Altman plots29 were used to assess the degree and the 

consistency of the relationship between TUGTT1 and TUGTT2 and between speeds 

derived from the averaged TUGTT and 6MWD. The differences in the prevalence and 
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types of adverse symptoms reported for TUGTs and 6MWTs were examined with Chi-

squared and Fisher’s exact analyses. 
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Results: 

Sixty-one of 154 patients referred for CR consented to participate in the study. Eleven 

subjects withdrew from the study, seven following initial assessment and four prior to 

the 6-month assessment. Four subjects while not completing CR returned for the 6-

month follow-up.  Data collection was incomplete at start-CR, and post-CR for three 

and four subjects respectively. The cohort numbers included in each analysis varied 

due to this irregular pattern of missing values. Table 1 shows baseline data for the 

cohort. 

 

During the study, 148 repeated TUGTs were conducted. The mean (SD) predicted 

TUGTT for the cohort was 7.18 (.83) seconds.  Mean TUGTT1 and TUGTT2 were 

significantly less than the predicted TUGTT (p<.0001) and significantly decreased at 

each presentation of the test. The mean(SD) predicted 6MWD for the cohort, 529(89) 

meters, was not significantly different to the mean 6MWD1 at start-CR (p=.057). 

Mean(SD) 6MWD1 and 6MWD2 at the three assessments were 507(85) and 522(84), 

532(86) and 560(87), 549(99) and 575(107) meters respectively (p<.001 start-CR to 

post-CR, start-CR to 6-mo-post-CR) (Table 2).   

 

Repeated TUGTTs were strongly correlated, ICC (95% CI) =.85(.76 to .91), .84(.73 to 

.91) and .90(.83 to .94), p<.001 at all three assessments despite a reduction in time 

between TUGT1 and TUGT2 of 5%, 5%, and 7% (p < .001, p=.002, p=.006) 

respectively.  The linear regression equation for TUGTT2 (sec) = .958 + (.779 * 
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TUGTT1 (sec)). A corresponding increase in 6MWD of 3%, 5% and 5% (p <.001) 

occurred from 6MWT1 to 6MWT2, at each time.  

 

The relative decreases in TUGTT1(TUGTT2) from start-CR to post-CR and from start-

CR to 6-mo-post-CR were -7.5(-6.9)% and -14.2(-15.5)%; while relative increases in 

6MWD1(6MWD2) of 5.1(7.2)% and 8.4(10.2)% occurred respectively (p <.001 in all 

cases). Moderate to large effect sizes were demonstrated for both 6MWD and TUGTT 

(Table 2). 

 

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient for the relationship between 6MWD1 and 

TUGTT1(TUGTT2) across all times was -.60(-.68), n= 149(148); and 6MWD2 to 

TUGTT1(TUGTT2) was -.57(-.64), n= 140(140), p<.001 in all cases. The linear 

regression equation for averaged 6MWD = 810.387 - (48.344 * averaged TUGTT), r= -

.65, and for 6MWD1 = 800.518 - (49.052 * TUGTT2), with standard error of the slope 

estimate = 4.69 and 4.41 respectively. 

 

The Bland Altman plot (Figure 1A) indicated a difference(SD) of 1.38(.76) km/hr 

between walking speeds calculated from averaged 6MWDs and TUGTTs. Further, a 

weak relationship (r = .20, p <.02) indicated that as speed increased the difference 

between the speed calculated for 6MWDs and that for TUGTTs also increased.  

Figure 1B plots the speed calculated from averaged 6MWDs and averaged TUGTTs 

across all times.  The associated linear regression equation was 6MWD speed = 

2.341 + (.758 * TUGTT Speed), with a standard error of .07 for the slope estimate. 
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ICC(95% CI) for speed calculated from the averaged 6MWD versus the averaged 

TUGTT for all times was .65(.54, .73, p<.001). 42.5% of the variability in 6MWD speed 

can be accounted for by the TUGTT speed (R2= 42.5). 

 

The prevalence of adverse symptoms over all time points was 25% for the 6MWT and 

4% for the TUGT (p<.001). The types of symptoms affecting subjects (Table 3) were 

also significantly different between the TUGT and the 6MWT, with cardiovascular, 

anterior and posterior calf and hip pain more frequent during 6MWTs (p =.003).  

 

Discussion: 

This study is the first to examine the use of the TUGT in CR. The TUGT was found to 

be reliable in this population and walking speed derived from the TUGT may predict 

6MWT walking speed. There was a strong correlation between repeated TUGTTs 

across all time points with a consistent reduction in time between repeated TUGTs at 

each assessment. Moreover, there was a moderate correlation between averaged 

6MWD and TUGTT with a linear regression indicating that for every second increase 

in TUGTT there was a 48.3m decrease in 6MWD. Further, a moderately strong 

correlation between walking speeds derived from averaged 6MWDs and TUGTTs was 

found and a linear equation for this relationship reported. The importance of this work 

is that an alternative method of outcome measurement i.e. the TUGT, has been found 

to be reliable in the CR population.  

 

This study demonstrated that the reliability (ICC) of the TUGT in the CR population 

was similar to that demonstrated in community-living elders (.80)10.  In both the TUGT 
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and the 6MWT, a longer time or distance in test1 was associated with greater 

difference between repeated tests. Bland Altman plots  for TUGTT1 and TUGTT2 

(available from author) and those reported for 6MWD 5 show that as TUGTT became 

longer than 8.47 seconds and 6MWD became greater than 622m , the variability 

around the mean became unidirectional i.e. subjects only improved. Conversely, at 

other points along the graphs, some subjects improved while others regressed upon 

retest. Based upon this observation, it may be that TUGTT of 8.47 seconds and 

6MWD of 622m could be cut off points to determine if a second test is required. 

 

As in other community-dwelling adults and those with chronic disease9 10 17, the TUGT 

was found to be reliable for outcome measurement in CR patients. The TUGT showed 

similar patterns of change between assessments and repeated tests (Table 2) to the 

6MWT with the exception of the relationship to predicted values and the post-CR to 6-

mo-post-CR period. At start-CR, mean TUGTT1 was better than predicted while mean 

6MWD1 was less than but not different to predicted. While 6MWD increased during 

this period by an average of 17m, this did not reach significance, however, for 

TUGT1(TUGT2) a significant reduction in test time was demonstrated between these 

assessments. Similarly, a greater effect size was noted for TUGT1(TUGT2) than for 

6MWD1(6MWD2) from start-CR to 6-mo-post-CR, .97(1.06) versus .70(.68), while 

effect size from start-CR to post-CR was similar for both. It could be that the TUGT 

was more sensitive to changes in functional status than the 6MWT or it may be that 

TUGTT improved at a different rate to the 6MWD in this population, perhaps due to 

the training program being more specific to the muscles groups or physical 

coordination required for the TUGT. 
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The relationship reported between TUGTT and 6MWD (r= -.65) is comparable to that 

reported between the TUGT and gait speed in geriatric subjects (r= -.61)6. Our finding 

that the speed derived from the TUGTT correlates moderately with that from the 

6MWD in the CR population adds to the body of knowledge regarding the 

relationships between the TUGT and other indices of physical function.   

 

This study is the first to provide linear regression equations for 6MWD from TUGTT 

and similarly for 6MWD speed from TUGTT speed. The Bland Altman plot for the 

speeds derived from the 6MWDs and the TUGTTs showed that as the average speed 

of the two tests became greater, there was a greater difference between the speed 

derived from the 6MWD and that derived from the TUGTT. This may indicate that 

patients demonstrating least dysfunction have greater ability or opportunity to 

demonstrate improvement during a 6MWT compared to a TUGT, perhaps due to the 

increased duration of the test or a more readily reached ceiling effect in the TUGT. 

One likely contributing factor to the difference in speed estimates is that our 

calculation of estimated TUGTT speed did not attempt to allow for the sit-to-stand-to-

sit time components within the observed TUGTT values; thus, this estimate 

underestimates the actual walking speed of the TUGT and a difference between the 

speed estimates based on the two tests is expected. Furthermore, we can expect this 

effect to be greater in those with higher functional capacity, as increasing functional 

capacity is likely to cause a smaller relative reduction in the sit-to-stand-to-sit time 

than in the actual walking time, thereby causing the bias to become greater.   These 

results suggest that in CR, the TUGT would be less suitable for outcome 
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measurement in those individuals with higher functional capacity while being a good 

alternative for those of low to moderate functional capacity and those not capable of 

performing the 6MWT.  

 

All subjects completing TUGT1 were able to complete TUGT2 in comparison to the 

6MWT where it is reported that 16% of subjects could not perform 6MWT25. This may 

make the TUGT a more universally applicable outcome measure for CR subjects as 

well as being more time efficient. However, while some important symptoms were 

elicited with the TUGT, other symptoms such as calf and chest pain, fatigue, and 

shortness of breath were not or were less frequently demonstrated. This suggests that 

if the TUGT was to be used as an outcome measure in CR, then patients would 

initially require close monitoring for these symptoms. 

 

In conclusion, the TUGT is a reliable outcome measure in CR providing similar relative 

changes following rehabilitation as the 6MWT. A 5-7% reduction in TUGTT occurs 

between repeated tests at each presentation of the test. We recommend the use of a 

single TUGT after one untimed practice test unless the time taken for the TUGT is 

greater than 8.5 seconds, in which case we recommend a second timed test be 

conducted. We suggest that the moderate correlation between the TUGTT and 6MWD 

demonstrates that these tests may measure similar or related aspects of functional 

status in the CR population. Further validation of the linear equation for predicting 

6MWD speed from the TUGTT, including defining upper and lower limits to its 

effectiveness, is required .
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Table 1: Baseline data for study participants (N= 61) 

 
       

Mean  ±   SD   n  (%) 
 
Age (Range = 27-80 years)     62 ±   11   61 (100) 

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)  126  ±   17   61 (100) 

Diastolic blood pressure  (mmHg)    75  ±   10   61 (100) 

Heart rate (beats/min)      66 ±   12   61 (100) 

Body Mass index (kg/m2)     29  ±    7   59 (97) 

Waist (cm)     104  ±   12   54 (89) 

Reported Physical Activity (minutes /week) 164  ± 116   61 (100) 

Gender  

Men     N/A    45 (74) 

Women      N/A    16 (26) 

 

Diagnosis 

Angina     N/A      8 (13) 

AVR     N/A      1 (  2) 

CABG     N/A    17 (28) 

CABG + AVR or TVR   N/A      2 (  3) 

MI ± Stent / PCI    N/A    13 (21) 

Out of hospital arrest ICD implant N/A      1 (  2) 

PCI ± Stent    N/A    17 (28) 

Risk factors*    N/A      2 (  3) 

 

Abbreviations: 

AVR: aortic valve replacement; CABG: coronary artery bypass graft; TVR: tricuspid valve replacement; MI: myocardial infarction; 
N/A: not applicable; PCI: percutaneous coronary intervention; ICD: intracardiac defibrillator; * has one or more of following risk 
factors without specific diagnosed disease: hyperlipidemia, hypertension, obesity, reduced physical activity, type II diabetes; 
stress, male gender, age > 60years. 
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Table 2: Average values for 6MWD and for TUGT times and clinical observations (SD) made immediately following TUGTs at start-

CR, post-CR, and at 6 mo-post-CR for all subjects. Comparisons, except those indicated, were not significant. Outcomes for TUGT 

and 6MWD effect size and absolute differences are noted. 

 

Start-CR    Post-CR    6 mo-post-CR 

Test 1 (SD) Test 2 (SD)   Test 1 (SD) Test 2 (SD)   Test 1 (SD) Test 2 SD) 

ALL Subjects 

Number  of Subjects for 6MWT / TUGT  61 / 59  56 / 58   46 / 43  41 / 43   47 / 47  43 / 47 

6MWD (meters)      507(85)  522(84)   532(86)  560(87)   549(99)  575(107) 

TUGT Time (secs)     6.29(1.30)  5.94(1.20)  5.81(1.22) 5.53(1.09)  5.39(1.60) 5.01(1.28)  

End TUGT Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 128(16)  128(16)   124(10)  125(11)   127(16)  126(16)  

End TUGT Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 75(10)    75(11)    73(9)  73(8)   73(9)  72(10)  

End TUGT Heart rate (bpm)   65(13)   65(13)     68(12)    69(12)    65(9)   64(8) 

End TUGT Rating of Perceived Exertion (6-20) 7.81(1.7) a b 7.78(1.8) a b  7.22(1.5) c 7.19(1.4) c  6.16(0.4) 6.22(0.5) 

Paired Tests 

Number  of Subjects for 6MWT /TUGT  33 / 37   33 / 37   33 / 37  33 / 37   33 / 37  33 / 37 
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6MWD (meters)      521(62) d e f 533(71) e f  554(63) g 570(74)   564(79) g 581(89) 

TUGT Time (secs)     6.40(1.21) e f g   6.02(1.02) e f  5.78(1.14) h 5.40(0.88)  5.22(1.17) i j 4.94(1.2) i 

6MWD  Effect Size / Absolute Difference-meters n/a  n/a   0.53 / 33 0.53 / 38  0.70 / 43 0.68 / 48 

TUGTT Effect Size / Absolute Difference-seconds n/a  n/a   0.51 / -0.62  0.61 /-0.62  0.97 /-1.17 1.06 /-1.08 

 

Two factor analysis of variance for repeated measures with Holm-Sidak pair-wise multiple comparisons: 

a P < .04, start-CR vs. post-CR   

b P < .001, start-CR vs. 6-mo- post-CR 

c P < .001, post-CR vs. 6-mo-post-CR  

d P < .02, Test 1 vs. 2  

e P ≤ .002, start-CR vs. post-CR 

f P < .001, start-CR vs. 6-mo- post-CR 

g P ≤ .001, Test 1 vs. 2  

h P ≤ .002, Test 1 vs. 2  

i P ≤ .002, post-CR vs. 6-mo-post-CR  

j P = .006, Test 1 vs. 2 

  
Abbreviations: 

bpm, beats per minute; CR, cardiac rehabilitation; mmHg, millimetres of mercury; n, number; Post-CR, Post-cardiac rehabilitation,;  P, probability value; 6-mo-post-CR, six-months post-cardiac 

rehabilitation; sec, seconds; 6MWT, six-minute walk test; 6MWD, six-minute walk test distance; SD, standard deviation; TUGT, timed up and go test; TUGTT, timed up and go test time; Start-CR, 

start of cardiac rehabilitation; vs., versus; <, less than; =, equal to; ≤, less than or equal to."
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Table 3: Number and percentage of subjects experiencing adverse symptoms following the 6MWT and 

the TUGT  

      6MWT  TUGT  Fisher’s Exact Test 

     N (%)  N (%)  (p value)  

Prevalence of adverse symptoms at: 

Start-CR     21 (29)    3 (3)  <.001 

Post-CR     13 (18)    3 (7)  .04  

6-mo-Post-CR    14 (26)    2 (2)  <.001 

Over All Times    73 (25)  12 (4)  <.001 

 

Symptom Type and percentage subjects   6MWT  TUGT  Chi Square 

affected  (includes all tests):        (p-value) 

Cardiovascular Symptoms 

Shortness of Breath   27 (44)  0 (0)   

Chest Pain    14 (23)  1 (2) 

Lightheaded      2   (3)  3 (5) 

Calf Pain    16 (26)  0 (0) 

Jaw Pain      1   (2)  0 (0) 

Fatigue       3   (5)  0 (0) 

   

            

Musculoskeletal / Other Symptoms          

Difficulty rising from Chair   0   (0)  3 (5)   .003 a 

Unsteady on their feet   0   (0)  1 (2) 

Low back Pain    2   (3)  3 (5)      

Knee Pain    3   (5)  2 (3)   

Hip Pain     8 (13)  1 (2)  

Thigh Pain b     4  (7)  0 (0) 

Anterior Calf Pain b   6 (10)  0 (0)  

Ankle Pain     4   (7)  0 (0) 

Abdominal Pain    1   (2)  0 (0) 
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a Symptoms were grouped as either ‘Cardiovascular’ or ‘Musculoskeletal/Other’ for the 6MWT 

and the TUGT do avoid actual and expected frequencies of less than 5 for the Chi Squared 

contingency analysis. 

b These two symptoms have been included as musculoskeletal symptoms, however it is 

possible that they are related  to cardiovascular insufficiency.   

Abbreviations: 

CR, cardiac rehabilitation; N, number; %, percentage; p-value, probability value; Post-CR, post cardiac rehabilitation; 6-mo-post-
CR, six-months post-cardiac rehabilitation; 6MWT, six-minute walk test; SD, standard deviation; TUGT, Timed up and go test; 
Start-CR, start of cardiac rehabilitation; X2, Chi Square; <, less than.    
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Figure 1: Comparison of speed calculated from averaged 6MWDs and averaged TUGTTs across all times
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In Plot (A) the dotted line (…) represents positive bias of 1.38(SD= .76) km/hr (CI of the mean 
bias= 1.25, 1.5) between tests and the broken lines (- -) represent the 95% limits of agreement 
(2.90, -.14 km/hr), r = .20, P =.02. 

In Plot (B) the unbroken line (−) represents the linear regression line, 6MWD speed = 2.341 + 
(.758 * TUGTT Speed), r = .65, P =.0001. 

 

Plot (A) Plot (B) 

r=.20 
r=.65 

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; Km/hr, kilometres per hour; P, probability value; r, Pearson's correlation coefficient; 6MWT, six-minute walk test; 6MWD, six-minute 
walk test distance; SD, standard deviation; TUGT, timed up and go test; TUGTT, timed up and go test time; *, multiplied by; =, equal to. 
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